Due to the latest crisis in Syria, DTM Iraq launched an emergency tracking tool on 14 October to monitor population fleeing the conflict and crossing into Iraq. The information presented here is collected by IOM at the relevant border points and covers all the displaced population.

**CONTEXT**

This map is for illustrative purposes and does not imply judgment of the legal status of a territory, nor official recognition or acceptance of these boundaries by IOM.

**DISPLACEMENT MOVEMENTS FROM SYRIA
DAILY UPDATE: 28 November 2019**

**TOTAL BORDER CROSSINGS:**

**17,179**

**TOTAL CAMP ARRIVALS:**

14,836 to Bardarash camp
182 to Domiz camp
2,161 to Gawilan camp

---

**28 NOVEMBER DAILY UPDATE**

- 101 individuals have crossed through the informal point nearby Sahela village on 28 November. This brings the total of individuals having crossed nearby Sahela and Alwaleed villages since 14 October to 17,179 individuals.
- All arrivals for today were transported to Bardarash Camp by bus.

---

**DAILY BORDER CROSSINGS**

**101**

**CAMP OF ARRIVAL**

**Bardarash Camp**

**ENTRY POINTS USED**

**Sahela**
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